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While the birds sang merrily, Mara stared at her wooden plane and 
wound up the propeller blades she pulled the plane over her head 
and launched her latest flying machine. It looked promising at first 
then plunged like a stone. Mara sighed with disappointment then 
trudged back to the bench. 

Mara perched herself on the bench. Without warning while Mara 
was reviewing her plans a gust of wind came and lifted her plans like 
a sail on a boat she picked up her plan and tried to flatten it out on 
the table finally she gave up and tossed it aside. Mara sat with her 
head in her hand. 

Suddenly, something plunged onto Mara’s head. Mara looked to her 
right and saw a tiny dark blue bag she went to pick it up but then 
Mara heard a noise, instinctively Mara laid back and covered her face 
all of as den Mara her BANG!!! It was a mini plane on the plane was 
two tiny dangling legs then the two tiny legs fell on the ground it was 
a tiny tiny little boy. 

Mara was gob smacked she didn’t what to say or do then the little 
boy realized Mara was in front of him the little boy picked up Mara’s 
pencil and held it like a spear. Mara pulled out her phone and took a 
photo because she wanted proof that a little boy was on her table. 
Without taking her eyes off him, Mara was dumbstruck.  The 
heartbroken boy dragged the heavy bag.  However, Mara stood 
there in silence.  The boy left his bag and yanked the flying machine.  
Unfortunately, he did it a little bit too hard and it smashed in half.  
The little boy gasped in horror! 

As Mara looked up in the sky, she saw all the little boy’s friends flying 
away.  Instantly, she had another brilliant idea.  Will it work?  The 
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little boy teetered back to his pencil spear.  Mara tried to show the 
boy that she would not harm him.  She snatched the pencil back and 
used it to fix his plane. All of a sudden, Mara had finished the plane.  
The little boy, with a lot of faith, pointed in the direction to go.  So 
she pulled the string which made the propellers spin. Unfortunately, 
the propellers spun off.  Instinctively, they both jumped back and the 
propellers hit the glider that Mara had made before.  They both 
smiled at each other. 

Mara put the little boys plane in her glider with not a lot of optimism 
the little boy still pointed the way he wanted to go. Mara launched 
her glider sadly it plunged like a stone Mara fell into disappointment. 
The little boy crossed his legs with his head in his hand Mara 
slumped onto a rock. 

Mara was very sad then one of her plans blew in her face she picked 
it up and suddenly she had one last idea she tied up the string with 
two of her plans. With no optimisms Mara launched the last plane 
she could make finally it worked. For the last time ever they both 
smiled at each other as the little boy was gliding up into space he ran 
to front of his plane and opened a bag out of nowhere he brung out 
a starc and threw it into the air and he pointed at the way he wanted 
to go now the brightest star was winking at her.  

 

 

 

      

 


